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A bit of history

First reports concerning Internet 
voting in Estonia were written in 2001
The basic principles of i-voting were 
agreed upon in 2003
These principles stood until 2011

Mimicking postal double-envelope voting
Accepting potential insecurity of voters' 
computers
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I-voting in Estonia

2005 Loc.Munic.
2007 Parliament

2009 Eur.Parliament
2009 Loc.Munic.
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The protocol used this far

Signed vote

Encrypted
vote

RSA key pair
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Parliamentary election 2011 

Election rigging malware developed 
by a student

Wanted public attention, attempted 
revocation

Voting application UI defect used in 
political battle
Anti-i-voting propaganda

Local municipalities' workshop
Suitably selected speakers
Propaganda books
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March 18th, 2013, Tallinn
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Aftermath of 2011 
parliamentary elections

Assumptions made in 2003 no longer 
hold

Creating specifically crafted malware has 
become accessible to moderately 
motivated students
I-voting has become so significant that it 
makes sense to attack it

We can no longer live without vote 
verification
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Verifiability: The Problem

It is very easy to attack the voter's 
computer environment

That's why we need verification

If we would rely on the same 
computer for verification, we would not 
achieve much against malware
Hence, we need alternative 
environments and/or channels

They tend to be non-universal and/or 
expensive
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Alternative environments

Second PC for handling codes or 
auditing

We may require voters to use a different 
PC for verification, but how many would 
do so?

Another computing platform
A mobile device!
PC applications do not run on them, and 
for us this is a good thing
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Voting with vote auditing
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Cryptography vs Real World
It took a few seconds to come up with 
the protocol
It took a year to disseminate it

We have had roughly 30 presentations in 
NEC, Parliament, media, University, 
student and hacker societies, ...

... and another year to implement it
Ref: Richard Buckland's talk
All the nice crypto will fail easily due to 
implementation issues
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Practical implementation risks
The system becomes complicated to use
The politicians do not understand the 
system or are afraid that they will lose 
seats due to e-voting
To develop the verification application, the 
cheapest offer is selected from the public 
tender
Web design course at the university lets 34 
student groups develop a web service for 
Internet voting

We get many fake voting sites 
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Inherent risk of verification
Claims of failed verification can not be 
settled without breaking vote privacy

In Norway, 2011, 74 voters reported 
verification code mismatch. These errors 
were attributed to the code sheet printing 
process “beyond doubt”

Currently, we have revoting as the main 
countermeasure

Call to cryptographers: come up with a 
scheme making it possible to prove that 
the verification result is inconsistent with 
the voter's intent in his head
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Thank you!
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